
PYSA Rules of The Game

Pendleton Youth Soccer Association is committed to creating a safe, fun, challenging, and
rewarding kindergarten through eighth grade soccer program for players of all skill levels.

● Italicized sections are coaching tips and suggestions.

Law 1: Field of Play
● K-1 field will be approximately 20 yards wide and 30 yards long with a half line and

center mark.
● 2-3 field will be approximately 30 yards wide and 45 yards long.
● 4-5 field will be approximately 40yards wide and 60 yards long.
● Middle School will use the same size fields as 4-5 unless there are enough players to

play a larger field.
● Also, field will include a 12 x 24 foot penalty box, 4x8 goal box and 8 yards radius center

circle

Law 2: The Ball
● K-1 use size 3 ball. 2-3 and 4-5 use size 4. Middle school use size 5.
● Skills: coaches are asked to enforce and practice the following basic soccer skills:

○ Dribbling: This involves the ability to control the ball with all surfaces of the foot
(inside, outside, sole, top) while moving the ball on the field. Good dribblers are
able to see down the field while dribbling the ball. They use the dribble to beat a
defender, create space to shoot on goal or pass to a teammate.

○ Kicking the ball properly: Players should kick (strike) the ball with the inside or
outside of the foot (where the ankle meets the foot), and the instep (inner row of
the shoe laces). Encourage your players to avoid toe kicking the ball.

○ Receiving the ball (trapping): As the ball contacts the foot, cushion the ball by
relaxing the foot on contact. Think of the foot as a sponge that absorbs the ball.

Law 3: The Number of Players
● K-1 will play 3v3 with no goalie. There will be two simultaneous games going on for each

team.
● 2-3 will play 6v6 with a goalie (5 field players and 1 goalie).
● 4-5 will play 7v7 with a goalie (6 field players and 1 goalie).
● Middle School is up to the discrepancy of the coordinator based on how many players

there are and if teams are playing intramural or against surrounding communities.
● Positions: coaches are asked to instill the idea of positions so ensure players don’t

bunch and chase the ball all over the yield. Players should be given the opportunity to
play every position multiple times over the course of a season.

○ Forwards: These players tend to be closer to the opponent’s goal and usually
have a great chance of scoring.

○ Defenders: These players are usually closer to your goal. They challenge your
opponent’s forwards, attempt to win the ball and pass to your forwards.
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○ Midfielders: Players who have both attacking and defending responsibilities and
work the ball upfield from the defenders to the forwards.

○ Goalie: A defender who stops the ball from entering the goal. Goalies may use
their hands and pick up the ball. Goalies should wear a different color than the
field players.

● Substitutions: At any stoppage of play and unlimited.
● A team cannot lead by more than 5 goals. When a team is leading by 5 goals, the

team’s score is frozen until after the opponents score. Any team trailing by 5 goals
may add an extra player until their side scores.

● A player who is suspected to have a head injury leaves the field of play for additional
evaluation, a substitution can be made in that moment.

● Playing time: Players shall play at least 50% of a game. It is up to the coach to enforce
this rule.

○ Notable exceptions to playing time: playing time might be influenced (up or
down) based on number of players on a team, disciplinary reasons, or player
attitude. Exceptions will be at the Coach’s discretion.

● PYSA is a coed organization.
● When a team is short-sided for a game: If a team does not have enough players to field

the proper sized team, the coaches may agree to reduce the players on the field and
continue with a small-sided game. We discourage coaches from forfeiting games, as the
main objective is to have kids playing soccer.

Law 4: The Players Equipment
● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game. Non-uniform clothing is allowed based on

weather conditions, but uniforms must distinguish teams.
● Shinguards are MANDATORY for both practices and games and must be covered

entirely by socks. If needed, teams can be distinguished by scrimmage vests.
● Soccer cleats are not required but highly recommended. For safety reasons football and

baseball cleats are not allowed unless the “toe” cleat is cut off. A player will not be
allowed to play unless foot wear is either soccer specific or meets the guidelines.

● Safety: A player must not use equipment or wear anything that is dangerous to himself
or another player (including any kind of jewelry; exception: medical alert bracelet).

● Goalies should use goalie gloves (provided by PYSA) and wear a difference color shirt
(use a PYSA provided pinnie).

● Safety Check: before the beginning of each game the referees/coaches should inspect
all players for safety including proper use of shinguards, proper cleats and no gum,
jewelry or anything else deemed unsafe to any player on the field.

Law 5: The Referee
● K-1 and 2-3 coaches shall referee the games. They may each referee one half of the

game or referee the entire game together.
● PYSA will make every attempt to provide referees at the 4-5 and Middle School grade

level. In the event a referee is not available, coaches may have to, or provide, a
substitute.
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● If a coach referees, only one coach per team is allowed on the field at one time.

Law 6: The Other Match Officials
● None
● Optional: use assistant referees if available. It is also permissible to use club

linesmen/women (parents) to signal ball out of play only.

Law 7: Duration of the Match
● K-1 will play 15-minute halves.
● 2-3 will play 20-minute halves.
● 4-5 will play 25-minute halves.
● Middle School is up to the discrepancy of the coordinator based on how many players

there are and if teams are playing intramural or against surrounding communities.
● There is a 5-minute half-time interval.
● No added time at the end of either half.
● Dangerous/Bad Weather: Soccer is played in bad weather, including rain. In the case of

dangerous weather (hail, high winds, lightning, etc.) the league coordinator, referee or
coach may call a game. Players, coaches and referees should arrive at the field before
game time to make a decision about calling a game for weather. In extreme
circumstances, games may be called off in advance of game time.

○ Lightning: Games should be called whenever lightning is in the vicinity. This is
typically within a distance of 10 miles. Distance may be determined by the delay
between the lightning flash and hearing the thunder. Any time the flash to bang is
under 30 seconds, immediate termination of the practice or match should take
place and the field evacuated.

Law 8: Start and Restart of Play
● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game, with the exception that the defending team is at

least ten (10) yards from the ball until it is in play.
● Kick offs: At the beginning of each half, or after a goal is scored, the team that did not

score a goal “kicks-off” in the center circle to a member of their own team (not to
themselves). Members of the opposing team must remain on their half of the field and
outside of the center circle until the ball is struck. The initial kick and any thereafter can
be played in any direction.

Law 9: The ball In and Out of Play
● Conforms to the FIFA Laws of the Game

Law 10: The Method of Scoring
● Conforms to the FIFA Laws of the Game
● K-1 and 2-3 do not keep official score
● 4-5 and Middle School tracks scores and standings for seeding in an end of the season

tournament. Note, the tournament is a regular feature in PYSA but may not happen
every year.
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● A team cannot lead by more than 5 goals. When a team is leading by 5 goals, the team’s
score is frozen until after the opponents score.

Law 11: Offside
● K-1 and 2-3 will not use the offsides rule.
● 4-5 and Middle School will enforce offsides.
● A player is in an offside position when nearer to his opponents goal line unless

○ The player is in his own half of the field
○ The player is not nearer to the opponents goal line than at least 2 opponents (1 is

usually the goalie)
● A player shall not be penalized for being in an offsides position if the ball is received

directly from a goal kick, a throw in, or a corner kick.
● It is not an offense in itself to be in an offsides POSITION.
● A player is offsides and penalized if at the time the ball touches or is played by a

teammate, the player in an offsides position becomes involved in active play. A player in
an offsides position receiving the ball from an opponent is NOT considered to be
offsides.

● Offside Penalty: Indirect free kick

Law 12: Fouls and Misconduct
● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game with the exception that an indirect free kick is

awarded to the opposing team at the spot of the offense if a goalkeeper punts or
drop-kicks the ball (punting and drop kicking is not allowed). If the punt occurs
within the goal area, the indirect free kick should be taken on the goal area line parallel
to the goal line at the nearest point to where the infringement occurred.

● Slide Tackling is not allowed and will result in direct free kick. If a player continues to
slide tackle they will be removed from the field.

● Deliberate heading is not allowed. When a player deliberately heads the ball in a
game, an indirect free kick should be awarded to the opposing team from the spot of the
offense. If the deliberate header occurs within the goal area, the indirect free kick should
be taken on the goal area line parallel to the goal line at the point nearest to where the
infringement occurred.

● Deliberate use of hands is not allowed. A deliberate use of hands to grab the ball,
called a hand ball, constitutes a foul which results in an indirect free kick.  If a players
hand/arm is hit by the ball unintentionally(hand/arm is in a natural position) or if a player
is protecting their head, groin, or chest from a shot or pass, it is NOT considered
deliberate and therefore not a hand ball. A handball occurs when there is a
DELIBERATE use of arms or hand to propel the ball in an intended direction.

○ Goalie may use their hands ONLY in the Penalty area. If outside of the Penalty
area they must use their feet.

● Pushing and shoving constitutes a foul.

Law 13: Free Kicks
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● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game with the exception that all opponents are to be at
least ten (10) yards from the ball until it is kicked.

○ Direct free kicks can be shots on goal and can result in a goal without touching
another player.

○ Indirect free kicks must be played/touched by another player (team mate or
opponent) to be counted as a goal.

Law 14: The Penalty Kick
Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game with the exception that the penalty mark is 10 yards
from the goal line.

Law 15: The Throw-in
● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game. See below for exceptions:

○ 1K-1 league will use “kick-ins” in lieu of through ins. Opposing players are to be
at least three (3) yards from the ball until it is kicked for pass-in. Kick-in is
indirect.

○ 2-3, 4-5 and Middle School will use throw-ins.
● When a ball is kicked out of bounds along the sidelines, the team that was not

responsible for the out of bounds throws the ball in from the sideline where the ball went
out. There is a specific technique required for this.

○ The ball is thrown in with both hands.
○ The ball must start from behind the head and be thrown in one continuous

motion. If the player stops their throw, they must start again from behind the
head.

○ As the throw is taken, both feet must be in contact with the ground, with both feet
on or behind the sideline.

○ The ball can be throwin in any direction and the player can adjust their feet to
face any direction.

Law 16: The Goal Kick
● The goal kick shall be taken anywhere within the goal area box.
● Opposing players have to be outside the penalty area until the ball is kicked.
● Ball is live once it’s been kicked.
● The person kicking the ball for a goal kick can’t touch the ball again until any other player

has touched it after taking the goal kick.

Law 17: The Corner Kick
● Conform to the FIFA Laws of the Game with the exception that opponents remain at

least 8 yards from the ball until it is kicked. Note: actual dimensions of PYSA fields will
vary based on league, playing surface conditions, and locations.

Corner kicks and goal kicks: When the ball goes out of bounds at the end lines, the ball must be
kicked in by a member of one of the teams. If the team responsible for kicking the ball out is the
defending team, a corner kick is required (the ball is placed at the corner and kicked in by a
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player from the attacking team). If the ball is kicked out by the attacking team, a defender on the
defending team places the ball on the line in front of the goal (edge of the goalie box) and kicks
the ball to a member of their own team. The attacking team must retreat outside of the penalty
box  in order to give the defending team space to do this.

Other guidelines for coaches:

Communication
● The league coordinator will create your roster and game schedule in Sports Engine.
● You can start practicing with your team once your roster is created and you have met all

coaching requirements (registered on Sports Engine, passed background up, completed
annual CDC approved concussion training).

● Coaches are responsible for arranging their own practice schedule and location.
Coaches are also responsible for communicating this to their team.

● Only children listed as players on your team roster should be practicing and playing in
games with your team. Please do not accept additional players unless approved by the
coordinator of your league.
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